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HELD SINCE AT 
LEAST

OBJNAME DESCRIP REF NO.

2013 Calendar 1st of 3 mini Seasons Greetings calendars, 1954 2013.001.0001
2013 Calendar 2nd of 3 mini Seasons Greetings calendars, 1955 2013.001.0002
2013 Calendar 3rd of 3 mini Seasons Greetings calendars, 1956 2013.001.0003
2013 Catalog Catalogue No 4910 M for Star Anchoring and Drilling Devices 2013.001.0004
2013 Invitation Wedding and reception invitation to Fred Hobson White, 1965 2013.001.0005
2013 Invitation Wedding and reception invitation, Mr. and Mrs. William Butler, 1966 2013.001.0006
2013 Invitation Reception invitation, 1961 2013.001.0007
2013 Photograph Black and white photo, two men and three children, two boys and a girl 2013.001.0008

2013 Photograph
One black and white photograph with seven people taken outside, the weather is sunny and warm. On the back is 

stamped "Aircraft PhotoService", in pencil E. Boback is written under the Aircraft PhotoService
2013.001.0009

2013 Photograph Holiday greeting card, one page, black and white image at the upper half on card with "Greetings From Alaska" 2013.001.0010

2003 Sink White colored iron sink with drain. 2013.001.0011

2003 Door, Vehicle
Automobile door, 1965; sign on the door reads "To Aid in Rebuilding Valdez - Donated by the Volkswagen Organization 

of the United States." The partial remains of a sticker list the year "1965."
2013.001.0012

2003 Component, Vehicle Long, thin, circular, metal mirror automobile door handle, 1965 2013.001.0012a

2013 Pamphlet
Grey soft back pamphlet with black text on the front cover Titled "US Army Alaska Communication System Ship - Shore - 

Coastal Telephone Service and Land Radio Stations July 1961" 
2013.001.0013

2003 Camera
This object is made up of many elements (a-h). This is a Polaroid camera in its own foam lined, metal carrying case, plus 

accessory equipment. COV sticker 680-0189
2015.001.0001

unknown Camera
This object is made up of many elements  (a-f). It is a Mamiya C330 camera inside of a large foam lined plastic case with 

a black carrying strap, plus accessory equipment. COV sticker 680-0181
2015.001.0002

unknown Box The object is a wooden box made to transport transit equipment. 2015.001.0003

2003 Board, Roulette Round Carved wooden bowl, lined with green felt. Revolving / turning functions upon a wooden stationary base. C.1900 2015.001.0004

unknown Money, Paper
There are many different elements in this monopoly game set. There are 415 pieces of paper money,  27 playing cards, 

15 orange "chance" cards, and 13 yellow "community chest" cards and two dice. C.1936
2015.001.0005

2003 Radio Zenith Model L600 TransOceanic Radio "Wave Magnet" short wave radio. C. 1950 2015.001.0006
unknown Spoon, Dessert Teaspoon or desert spoon table service. 2015.001.0007
unknown Spoon, Serving 1 serving spoon made of silver 2015.001.0008
unknown Fork, Dinner 1 dinner fork made of silver 2015.001.0009
unknown Block, Wood 11 pieces of wood (a-k). These pieces were once a sewing table. 2015.001.0010

2002 Thermometer
Metal thermometer  covered in a blue plastic tube. The thermometer was found packed with 2002.056.0002 & 

2002.056.0003- relationship unknown.
2015.001.0011

2003 Pilaster
Two architectural scroll elements from the front of the Pinzon Bar. Oak with carved details and scrollwork. The 

numbers "13789" and "4836c" are written in black marker on the backs.
2015.001.0012a-b

2003 Geospecimen
Bag of coal. There are many small and broken particles contained inside the bag. The name "Fred Abergast" is written 

on the outside of the bag possibly indicating that this bag was donated by him.
2015.001.0013

2003 Torch
This item is a small torch with a brass body and there is a fuel cap with wick remnants on the bottom of this item, the 

original manufacturer's label remains partially, but is unrecognizable. 1915-1920
2015.001.0014

unknown Scrapbook 1976 Gold Rush Days Scrapbook, most likely staff collected 1976 2015.001.0015

2006 Pan, Miner's
Large miner's pan, heavily rusted, entire bottom of pan is covered with a radial pattern of punched holes. This item was 

most likely used for sifting gravel. It appears to be a commercially-produced pan that was perforated by hand.
2016.001.0001

2006 Rod, Leveling Telescoping surveyors' leveling rod, likely used for mining purposes. 2016.001.0002
2006 Book "Handbook for Prospectors" book by M.W. von Bernewitz. 1926, 1931 2016.001.0003
1978 Ratchet Heavy ratchet wrench with replaceable socket attachment. 2016.001.0004

2003 Backpack
Manufactured by (Chas.) Charles Trager, Seattle, WA - "Trapper Nelson's Indian Packboards." Oak, brass fittings and 

original canvas.
2016.001.0005

1976 Case, Jewelry
Ornate jewelry case, green with pink flowers, gold clasps, a lady on each door, opens to blue fabric interior with an oval 

mirror in middle. 
2017.001.0001

2003 Broom Willow broom with bamboo handle. 2017.001.0002
1988 Vacuum, Upright This is an upright electric vacuum cleaner, Cadillac brand, donated 1964 2017.001.0003
2003 Vacuum, Upright This is a Kirby brand upright electric vacuum cleaner. It is made of metal and has a fabric bag. 2017.001.0004

unknown Print, Photographic
7.5" x 10", black and white photographic print, boats on the dock/harbor, snowy mountains in the background, 

buildings on right side of photograph.
2018.001.0001

unknown Print, Photographic
7.5" x 10", black and white photographic print, boats on the dock/harbor, buildings behind boats and in front of snowy 

mountains in the background. Smoke tower on right side of photograph.
2018.001.0002

unknown Print, Photographic
7.5" x 10", black and white photographic print, boats on the dock/harbor, "Valdez Small Boat Float" dock. Boat names 

include, "Gypsy", "Quest".
2018.001.0003

unknown Print, Photographic
7.5" x 10", black and white photographic print, boats on the dock/harbor, one large boat possibly named "Arrow", 

buildings and snowy mountians in background.
2018.001.0004

unknown Print, Photographic Thirteen b&w photo prints used to produce the Valdez High School 1978 yearbook 2018.001.0005a-m

unknown Print, Photographic
This photo is one in a set of six black and white photos that were taken of the Valdez Marine Terminal during the time 

of its construction.
2018.001.0006

unknown Print, Photographic
8"x10" black and white photograph, aerial view of old valdez, view from the water looking into town,back of 

photograph in red ink "City of Valdez By _____" and "Mac's Foto Service 315 4th Ave. Anchorage, Alaska Aug 26 1954 8 
313 54", in blue ink, "Mac's Foto 315-4th Ave. Anchorage, Alaska". 

2018.001.0007

unknown Print, Photographic
8"x10" black and white photograph, July 4th 1907 festivities, the Valdez Band, "J.E. Wolf' The Outfitter" store on left, 

"The Keystone Ladies' Furnishings" store on right, sign for P.S. Hunt, "P.S. Hunts Studio". 1907
2018.001.0008

2003 Crate, Storage This item is a wooden egg crate held together by metal wire and nailed together in some places. 2018.001.0009
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2019 Fixture, Ceiling Circular glass light bulb receptacle cover for Lightolier  ceiling light fixture GL-7539 2019.001.0001
2003 Trunk Black-painted metal and wood trunk with metal edge and corner reinforcers, metal latches. 2019.001.0002
2003 Trunk Navy blue and black painted metal trunk with brass-colored metal latches and central lock. 2019.001.0003
2003 Trunk Navy blue and black painted metal trunk with brass-colored metal latches and central lock. 2019.001.0004
2003 Sign Wooden sign painted white, spelling out Gateway to the Interior. 2019.001.0005
2003 Can W.P. Fuller & Co. Light Hard Oil Finish rectilinear metal can with paper label 2019.001.0006
2003 Chest Wrought-iron-bound, paper-lined wooden chest. C.1900 2019.001.0007
2003 Shovel Wrought iron round point shovel with wooden handle (mostly missing). 2019.001.0008
2003 Baluster Oak baluster for a horizontal handrail. It is lathe-turned. 2019.001.0009

2003 Component, Vehicle
Metal piece from  Ahrens steam engine, item 1990.050.0001. Replaced when the steamer was restored. This item 

appears to be the upper cap of the engine's smokestack. 1907 
2019.001.0010

2003 Mold, Casting
Mold for the Ahrens steamer stack cap, fabricated during 1990 steamer restoration to make a replacement stack cap, 

c.1990
2019.001.0011

2003 Manifold This item is the intake manifold for a Curtiss OX-5 airplane engine. 2019.001.0012
2003 Rod, Connecting This item is one of a set of articulating linkage rods for a Curtiss OX-5 airplane engine. 2019.001.0013a
2003 Rod, Connecting This item is one of a set of articulating linkage rods for a Curtiss OX-5 airplane engine 2019.001.0013b
2003 Rod, Connecting This item is one of a set of articulating linkage rods for a Curtiss OX-5 airplane engine. 2019.001.0013c
2003 Crate Cardboard crate with metal frame and brown paper bottom lining 2019.001.0014
2003 Brake, Vehicle Emergency brake assembly for a Ford Model T automobile. 2019.001.0015
2003 Brake, Vehicle This item is the emergency brake from a Ford Model T automobile. 2019.001.0016
2003 Lamp, Oil Plume and Atwood Manufacturing Company Eagle glass oil lamp 2019.001.0017
2003 Tray, Desk Black metal copyholder with gold and black logo on front 2019.001.0018

2003 Lever
This item is an unidentified vehicle component. It may be a brake or gear-shift lever from the Ahrens steamer or Ford 

Model T fire engine, based on the red paint remnants.
2019.001.0019

2003 Pan, Muffin Metal 12-muffin cupcake / muffin pan with 2 holes in top along both short sides. 2019.001.0020

2003 Still Cast iron coiled pipe with threaded ends, most likely the coiled pipe from a condenser 2019.001.0021

unknown Hardware, Vehicle
This is an assemblage of controls for a vehicle, most likely a Model T Ford. It appears to be the carburetor dash 

controls, 1920s
2019.001.0022

1988 Component, Aircraft This item is a control linkage section for a Curtiss OX-5 aircraft engine. 2019.001.0023

2003 Component, Aircraft
Blue-painted, fabric-covered airplane rudder with metal frame, probably used or intended for the Fairchild 51 owned by 

Robert Reeve and, later, Owen Meals. 
2019.001.0024

2003 Component, Aircraft Painted metal left wing airplane fuel tank with Boston Auto Gage Company gauge 2019.001.0025
2003 Step, Vehicle This item is the running board for a Ford Model-T. 2019.001.0026

2003 Seat, Aircraft
Black painted metal airplane seat, possibly from one of the "Spirit of Valdez" Alexander Industries Eaglerock planes 

owned by Owen Meals
2019.001.0027

unknown Component, Aircraft Left and right side metal airplane Curtiss OX-5 engine exhaust manifolds. 2019.001.0028a-b

1976 Globe
Weber Costello Company 16 inch color globe with  metal adjustable stand, latitudinal ring frame, and circular time zone 

disc attachments 
2019.001.0029

2003 Lectern This is an open faced tabletop book stand. The exterior is painted a dark brown. 2019.001.0030

2003 Lamp, Floor
Metal and marble faux-candelabra floor lamp with power cord and plug, 3 cardboard faux candle light bulb receptacles, 

various decorative sculptural motifs. 
2019.001.0031

2003 Block, Bearing This item is the cylinder head from a Ford Model T automobile engine. 2019.001.0032
2003 Block, Bearing This item is the cylinder head from a Ford Model T automobile engine. 2019.001.0033
2003 Typewriter L C Smith & Corona typewriter, parts painted black, gold-painted manufacturer's labels. 2019.001.0034
2003 Component, Vehicle Set of four radiator grille shells for a Ford Model A automobile. 2019.001.0035a-d
2003 Stand, Display Pair of dark oak stained pine stands, reportedly used for interpretive signage. 2019.001.0036a-b
2003 Apparatus, Distilling This item is what appears to be the coil tube from a copper still. 2019.001.0037

2003 Component, Watercraft Casing unit which contains the throttles to a twin engine boat or marine vessel. 2019.001.0038

unknown Engine, Watercraft Crankshaft for large 4 or 8-cylinder engine, probably a watercraft. 2019.001.0039
1976 Fixture, Ceiling This item is a ceiling-mounted light fixture manufactured by Lightolier in the 1950s. 2019.001.0040
2003 Lamp, Vehicle This item is a 6-volt driving light contained inside a chrome case. 2019.001.0041
2003 Lamp, Vehicle This item is a 6-volt driving light contained inside a chrome case. 2019.001.0042

2003 Lamp, Desk
Brass gooseneck desk lamp. The shade is a brass dome with a silver interior. Base of the shade is stamped "ESROBERT",  

a mark of manufacturer S. Robert Schwarts and Bros., N.Y.
2019.001.0043

1990
Pumper, Hand-Drawn 

Hand
This is a long wooden pole for use on the 1902 Gleason & Bailey hand pumper hand-drawn fire apparatus. The pole is 

for the generation of water pressure. C.1902 
2019.001.0044

1990 Tongue, Vehicle
Wood and metal tongue, probably from the 1886 Gleason & Bailey hand pumped fire engine purchased by Valdez in 

1902. 
2019.001.0045

1990 Tongue, Vehicle Wood and metal tongue, probably from the Ahrens steam water pumper fire engine purchased by Valdez in 1907. 2019.001.0046

2003 Searchlight Searchlight with mirrored reflector and white-painted brass receptacle and stand. 1976 2019.001.0047
2003 Gurdy Painted wooden gurdy with welded metal frame and clutch lever. 2019.001.0048

unknown Tank National Cylinder Gas Co. (Chemetron Corporation) galvanized steel acetylene generator. 2019.001.0049

2003 Antenna Marine antenna, possibly from the marine vessel F/V Perry. 2019.001.0050

2003 Machine, Adding Adding machine manufactured by Marchant Calculating Machine Company in Oakland California, patented in 1945 2019.001.0051

2003 Lid, Stove This item is what appears to be a cast iron lid of some sort probably for a stove. 2019.001.0052
2003 Hubcap This item appears to be a center cap "dog dish" style aluminum hubcap. 2019.001.0053

2003 Machine, Adding This item is a Friden automatic calculator, Model STW10. 1949 2019.001.0054

unknown Spike, Rail Set of eight cast iron common railroad spikes, unknown provenance. 2019.001.0055a-h

2003 Light, Pendant White opaque glass dome-shaped ceiling light fixture cover with decorative fluting, and square motif and ridge borders. 2019.001.0056

2003 Anemometer
This item is a meteorological device used to measure wind speed, manufactured by Julien P. Friez & Sons in Baltimore, 

Maryland. 
2019.001.0057

2003 Window, Watercraft Circular window from an unidentified marine vessel,hinge is of a simple single-pin design. 2019.001.0058
2003 Crate Square metal and plastic milk crate 2019.001.0059
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